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Abstract:  The Norwegian red deer population (Cervus elaphus) was from the mid eighteenth to the 
early twentieth century drastically reduced in size and distribution but has the last century expanded 
both demographically and spatially. We have investigated genetic variation, differentiation and 
admixture in this spatially expanding ungulate population, using 14 microsatellites. The present 
genetic structure is moderate to strong with an average F ST = 0.08. Low M-ratios indicate loss of 
genetic variation in all localities and signals of a recent bottleneck was identified in 14 of 15 
localities. Genetic distances between the localities indicate two main routes of dispersal during 
expansion, from the north–west and south–west, respectively. Bayesian assignment tests verify a 
break of the dataset in two, and demonstrate 99.9% probability for the existence of five sub-
populations, which coincide well with five relict populations described by historic records. 
Computer simulations suggest that the observed genetic differentiation is recent rather than ancient, 
and that it may be explained by models of fragmentation or of founder events and subsequent 
merging rather than by models of recent bottlenecks in some particular demes within an ancient 
genetic structure. 
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Introduction
The demography and distribution of species vary through time and space (Begon et al. 1996) and 
greatly affect levels of genetic variation and population structure (Hartl and Clark 1997; Hedrick 
2000). Many species have a history of reduced or fragmented population size, often followed by 
demographic growth and spatial expansion. During the pleistocene, extensive climatic oscillations 
and rapid changes in the distribution of continental ice sheets resulted in successive shifts in the 
demography and geographical range of many species. Founder events and isolation after successive 
leading edge expansions involved loss of genetic variation and increased homozygosity in many of 
the newly colonised areas (Hewitt 2000, 2001). Recently, scientists have established significant 
climatic changes since pre-industrial times that also have involved population fluctuations and 
range shifts for many species, especially in temperate areas (IPCC 2001, 2007). 
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Loss of genetic variation during bottlenecks (Nei et al. 1975; Chakraborty and Nei 1977) may 
together with demographic factors in very small and fragmented populations involve reduced 
adaptability and increased risk of extinction (Lande 1988; Soulé and Mills 1992). The genetic 
effects of demographic population expansions have been well examined (Slatkin and Hudson 1991; 
Beaumont 1999; Chakraborty and Kimmel 1999), but recently attention has been drawn to the 
effects of spatial population expansion on genetic structure (Ray et al. 2003; Excoffier 2004). With 
a limited number of dispersing individuals genetic variation may be lost during colonisation 
because of founder effects and subsequent bottlenecks (Hedrick 2000). In expanding populations 
new demes may become genetically differentiated because of genetic drift depending on the 
migration rates (Austerlitz et al. 1997; Excoffier 2004), especially when dispersers move long 
distances and become isolated (Nichols and Hewitt 1994; Ibrahim et al. 1996). However, the 
homogenising effect of migration on genetic structure is large and when genetically different 
subpopulations merge, the level of genetic variation can increase as a result of the isolate break 
(Hartl and Clark 1997). Thus, under a spatial range expansion, genetic variation may be lost from 
founder effects and subsequent bottlenecks, but may also increase due to merging of genetically 
different demes. Genetic structure is one of the parameters for estimation of effective population 
size and is thus important for making management and conservation plans (Wang and Caballero 
1999; Nunney 2000). 

The red deer (Cervus elaphus) is an ungulate species and a highly priced game and trophy for 
hunting. In Norway the red deer (Cervus elaphus atlanticus) has existed at least since the Subboreal 
period (5,700–2,600; Collett 1909; Ahlèn 1965) and written records document an abundant 
population distributed throughout most of Southern Norway until approximately year 1750 (Friis 
1874; Collett 1877). In the mid eighteenth century the Norwegian red deer population declined 
drastically and until the beginning of the last century it was confined to only five or six locations 
along the western coast (Fig. 1) counting a few hundred individuals in total at the most extreme 
(Collett 1909; Ingebrigtsen 1924). In southernmost Sweden a separate red deer population was 
reduced even more (Lønnberg 1906) and has for the last 150 years been confined to a very small 
population (Ahlèn 1965). Since the beginning of last century, and especially after 1950, the 
Norwegian red deer population has expanded from the western coast localities, demographically as 
well as spatially. It is now common in most parts of southern and central Norway with a total 
population size ranging from 100,000 to 120,000 individuals in 1997 (Langvatn 1988, 1998; 
Forchhammer et al. 1998; Fig. 1). Many reasons have been suggested for these population 
fluctuations, including high pressures of predation and hunting from the middle of the eighteenth 
century (Collett 1877, 1909), as well as temporal changes in the use of agricultural land (Ahlèn 
1965; Mysterud et al. 2002). Here, we assess the present genetic variation of the Norwegian red 
deer population to look for any signatures of recent bottlenecks and to address the effect of spatial 
population expansion on genetic structure. We test the null hypothesis that demographic and spatial 
expansion has homogenised the population and that no genetic structure will be observed in spite of 
the previous population reduction. Rejection involves at least three alternative hypotheses for 
genetic structure (1) the recent fragmentation described by historic records, (2) bottlenecks in areas 
thought to be deprived of red deer and (3) founding events during spatial expansion. 
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Fig. 1: Sampling localities of Norwegian red deer. The rectangles show combinations to obtain at 
least 15 individuals per locality, shaded areas the approximate distribution of the population around 
1,900 (Collett 1909; Langvatn 1998) and ellipses indicating STRUCTURE clusters 

Methods and materials

Sampling and laboratory procedures

Between 2000 and 2004 we sampled blood or tissue from 419 wild Norwegian red deer from 24 
municipalities across Norway (Fig. 1). Samples from some of the municipalities were pooled to 
obtain a minimum of 15 individuals in each of totally 15 localities (Table 1). In general, the western 
localities are distributed within the area where the Norwegian red deer population was confined 
from the mid eighteenth to the early twentieth century, whereas the eastern localities are recently 
established populations outside this area (Table 1; Fig. 1).
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Table 1 Sample size (n), allelic richness (A R), unbiased gene diversity (H) and inbreeding 
coefficient (F IS) for each of 15 Norwegian red deer localities, arranged relative to the central 
mountain range 

Area Locality n A R H F IS P TPM ∣ M-ratio 

North

    N1 Åfjord 16 4.1 (.4) 0.62 (.04) 0.014 0.097 0.47 (.05)

    N2 Hitra 37 3.7 (.4) 0.56 (.05) 0.017 0.029 0.53 (.06)

    N3 Skaun, Meldal, Rennebu 27 3.5 (.3) 0.58 (.05) −0.032 0.029 0.46 (.06)

    N4 Sunndal 32 3.6 (.3) 0.58 (.05) 0.031 0.007 0.47 (.06)

North–West

    NW1 Hareid 20 3.8 (.4) 0.59 (.05) 0.052 0.003 0.47 (.06)

    NW2 Eid 17 3.9 (.4) 0.63 (.04) 0.030 0.000 0.45 (.06)

Central

    C Skjåk 23 4.0 (.3) 0.64 (.03) 0.007 0.002 0.49 (.05)

West

    W Fjalar, Gaular 32 3.8 (.3) 0.61 (.04) −0.039 0.000 0.48 (.05)

South–West

    SW Tysvær 23 3.6 (.4) 0.59 (.04) 0.012 0.008 0.57 (.07)

South

    S Farsund, Hægebostad, Birkenes, Evje 25 3.7 (.3) 0.61 (.03) 0.071 0.002 0.50 (.05)

South–East

    SE1 Drangedal 30 3.7 (.2) 0.62 (.03) −0.042 0.000 0.49 (.05)

    SE2 Nome 68 3.6 (.2) 0.61 (.03) 0.027 0.000 0.48 (.05)
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Area Locality n A R H F IS P TPM ∣ M-ratio 

    SE3 Hjartdal, Notodden 25 3.6 (.2) 0.60 (.04) 0.073 0.025 0.49 (.05)

    SE4 Flå, Hol, Gol 29 3.6 (.2) 0.61 (.04) 0.065 0.000 0.50 (.05)

East

    E Rendal, Elverum 15 3.8 (.3) 0.65 (.03) 0.006 0.001 0.47 (.05)

Probabilities of no deviation from mutation-drift equilibrium assuming two-phase mutation (TPM) in a Wilcoxon 
test are also given in additon to M-ratios’ for each locality. Standard errors (SE) in brackets 

Genomic DNA was isolated from whole blood and muscle tissue (Qiagen, DNeasy Kit). Previous 
investigations have indicated a generally low level of genetic variation in Norwegian red deer 
(Baccus et al. 1983; Gyllensten et al. 1983; Røed 1998; Røed and Midthjell 1998). We selected 14 
polymorphic microsatellite loci that show Mendelian heredity in Norwegian red deer (Haanes et al. 
2005). These were CSSM03 (Moore et al. 1994), OarCP26 (Ede et al. 1995), RT5 (Wilson et al. 
1997), SRCRSP10 (Bhebhe et al. 1994), NVHRT73 and NVHRT48 (Røed and Midthjell 1998), 
McM58 (Hulme et al. 1994), OarFCB193 and OarFCB304 (Buchanan and Crawford 1993), 
BM5004, BM888, BMC1009, BM4208 and BM4107 (Bishop et al. 1994). The microsatellites were 
amplified on a GeneAmp PCR System 9600 (Applied Biosystems) in 10 μl reaction mixtures with 
30–60 ng of genomic template DNA, 2 pmol of each primer, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM 
Tris–HCl, 0.2 mM dNTP, and 0.5 U of AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems). 
Thermocycling parameters after denaturation at 94°C for 5 min were 30 cycles with 95°C for 1 min, 
55°C for 30 s and 72°C for 1 min, followed by an additional 10 min at 72°C. The PCR products 
were then separated by size with capillary electrophoresis (ABI310, Applied Biosystems) and 
electromorphs were genotyped with GENOTYPER1.1.1 (Applied Biosystems). 

Population genetics analysis
Each of the 15 localities was assessed through exact tests of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium across 
the 14 loci using GENEPOP 3.4 with the default settings (Raymond and Rousset 1995). Sequential 
Bonferroni correction was used to adjust for repeated tests (Rice 1989). To assess differences in 
genetic variation among localities we used FSTAT 2.9.3 (Goudet 2001) to calculate the allelic 
richness (El Mousadik and Petit 1996) and the gene diversity (Nei 1987) for each locality across 
loci. To assess possible impact on genetic variation, recent bottlenecks were addressed using a one-
tailed Wilcoxon test (10,000 iterations) as implemented in the software BOTTLENECK (Cornuet 
and Luikart 1996), which tests if the observed gene diversity is higher than expected at mutation-
drift equilibrium from the number of observed alleles in each locality across loci. Most 
microsatellites fit a two-phase model of mutation (TPM) better than a strict stepwise mutation 
model (Di Rienzo et al. 1994) and we therefore used a TPM model with the default settings of 30% 
variation from the infinite allele model (IAM) and 70% from the stepwise-mutation-model (SMM). 
Secondly, the M-ratio (Garza and Williamson 2001) was calculated for each locality as the ratio 
between the observed number of alleles and the number of repeats in the allele size range of each 
locus, averaged across loci. This would give an indication of any loss of alleles during any recent 
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population reductions. 

F-statistics (e.g., Weir 1996) as implemented in FSTAT, with Bonferroni adjusted significance tests, 
were used to assess genetic structure within (F IS) and among (F ST) localities. Pairwise 
geographical distances among localities (km) were calculated between longitude and latitude (http://
jan.ucc.nau.edu/~cvm/latlongdist.html), and isolation-by-distance was assessed in GENEPOP by 
testing the correlation between geographical distances and pairwise F ST/(1−F ST) values. We used 
a Mantel test (Mantel 1967) in the implemented program ISOLDE (10,000 permutations) to test for 
significance. To further assess genetic differentiation we used the genetic distance D A (Nei et al. 
1983), which is based on the geometric distances of populations on a multidimensional hypersphere 
independently of any mutation models (Nei 1987; Nei 2000). Distances (D A) were calculated 
between each pair of localities and a neighbour joining (NJ) tree built with 1,000 bootstrap 
replicates across loci with the software POPULATIONS (available at http://www.pge.cnrs-
gif.fr/bioinfo/populations/index.php). The tree was visualised by the software TREEVIEW (Page 
1996). 

To assess genetic structure without prior knowledge of sampling locations, we used Bayesian 
assignment as implemented in STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000). The log likelihood of our data 
set (ln Pr(X∣K)) was estimated given different numbers of genetic clusters (K [1,7] using an∈  
admixture model (α = 1, αmax = 50) with uniform priors, in combination with either independent or 
correlated allele frequencies (Falush et al. 2003), using 100,000 burnin cycles and 500,000 MCMC 
iterations. For each K-value, STRUCTURE estimates the mean log likelihood of the data set (ln 
Pr(D∣K)) from several runs and uses Bayes’ theorem to compute the posterior probability of each K-
value. Since higher K values often involve runs with higher posterior probabilities but a higher 
variance among runs (Evanno et al. 2005), we also identified K from the marked increase of 
variance among runs and calculated delta K to identify breakpoints in the data set. Genetic structure 
and the degree of admixture among the 15 localities were then interpreted from their membership in 
each of the K clusters and from the probabilities of individual assignment to these clusters using 0.5 
as a threshold for assignment. 

To address the hypotheses of present genetic structure we used the coalescent-based program 
SIMCOAL2.1.2 (Laval and Excoffier 2004) to simulate microsatellite diversity under three 
demographic scenarios. (1) A recent fragmentation into five demes. (2) Recent bottlenecks in two of 
five ancient demes. (2) A recent split into three demes that more recently separately found four 
smaller demes that merge pairwise through high migration (r = 0.5). In all three scenarios the initial 
population size is reduced 50 generations ago, and recent events involve low effective sizes for 30 
generations before more recently growing to a size comparable to the Norwegian population, which 
was estimated to count 100,000–120,000 individuals in 1997 (Forchhammer et al. 1998; Langvatn 
1998). An estimate of the ratio to the census size in red deer (Zachos et al. 2007), involved a present 
effective size of 25,000 individuals, divided between the demes identified through the 
STRUCTURE analyses. An equal ancient effective size was used in all scenarios to attain a similar 
and probable amount of genetic variation prior to demographic events. One common migration rate, 
estimated from the present genetic structure (F ST) identified by STRUCTURE and corresponding 
effective sizes, was used in all models. We simulated 14 microsatellite loci on independent 
chromosomes with a mutation rate of 10−4 and a geometrically distributed two-phase model (Di 
Rienzo et al. 1994) constrained to 20 alleles. For each scenario the effect of different effective deme 
sizes during the demographic events was modelled. For each model, 1,000 data sets were simulated 
and summary statistics calculated across these with Arlequin3.11 (Excoffier et al. 2005). The ranges 
of average gene diversity and F ST values among demes were then compared with our empiric red 
deer data divided according to the subpopulations identified through STRUCTURE. 
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Results
For each of the sampled localities, all loci were in Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium after sequential 
Bonferroni adjustment, except for the locus BM4208 in locality SE3 (P = 0.0004). We found a total 
of 74 alleles, an average gene diversity of H = 0.61 (SE = 0.02), an allelic richness of A = 4.1 
(SE = 0.3), a F IS value of 0.018 (SE = 0.01) and an overall F ST value of 0.08 (SE = 0.02). We 
found significantly higher gene diversities than expected from the observed number of alleles in all 
of the localities except N1 (P = 0.09; Table 1), suggesting deviations from mutation-drift 
equilibrium after loss of alleles during recent bottlenecks. This was verified by the low M-ratio 
values in all localities, as a M-ratio smaller than 0.68 can be assumed to represent a recent reduction 
in population size (Garza and Williamson 2001). However, the M-ratio varied little between the 
localities, which had quite similar amounts of genetic variation (Table 1), with no differences in 
either allelic richness or gene diversity (One-way ANOVA; F = 0.24, F = 0.32, respectively; 
P = 0.99 for both parameters). Rather, the low number of observed alleles in the whole data set (74) 
compared to if all possible size repeat mutations had been present within the observed microsatellite 
repeat size range in all loci (142), suggests a general loss of alleles from the whole data set. 

Among the 120 pairwise F ST-values between localities, 102 were significant after sequential 
Bonferroni correction, ranging from 0.004 to 0.188 (Table 2). Many of these indicated moderate 
(0.05–0.15) to strong (0.15–0.25) genetic structure (Wright 1978; Hartl and Clark 1997). 
Differentiation was particularly strong between the southernmost and northernmost localities along 
the coastline, and isolation-by-distance was highly significant (P < 0.0001). The NJ tree (Fig. 2) 
showed a main dichotomy between localities north and south of Sognefjorden, the largest fjord in 
Norway. The locality at Sognefjorden (W) showed an intermediate position in the NJ tree and was 
moderately, albeit significantly, differentiated from all other populations (Table 2). The south and 
south-eastern localities (S, SE 1–4) clustered with the south-western locality (SW) with high 
bootstrap values, indicating that these newly established localities were founded by dispersers from 
the southern part of the coastline. Similarly, the recently established eastern locality (E) clustered 
with the localities north on the coastline (N 1–4), indicating that its founders originated from the 
northern area.

Table 2: Population differentiation among 15 red deer localities as measured by pairwise F ST 
values 

 N1 N2 N3 N4 NW1 NW2 C W SW S SE3 SE2 SE1 SE4 E

N1  .032 .020 .007 .030 .016 .021 .078 .166 .148 .117 .095 .132 .095 .006

N2 **  .061 .054 .078 .050 .030 .076 .163 .147 .134 .098 .133 .077 .041

N3 NS ***  .005 .041 .062 .055 .122 .188 .175 .154 .121 .169 .136 .021

N4 NS *** NS  .033 .045 .039 .121 .178 .161 .133 .107 .150 .124 .026

NW1 ** *** *** ***  .015 .028 .090 .167 .160 .122 .091 .128 .102 .022

NW2 NS *** *** *** NS  .009 .045 .161 .138 .119 .085 .110 .081 .032

C NS *** *** *** NS NS  .056 .122 .104 .086 .053 .078 .044 .013
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 N1 N2 N3 N4 NW1 NW2 C W SW S SE3 SE2 SE1 SE4 E

W *** *** *** *** *** *** ***  .114 .105 .087 .077 .088 .046 .072

SW *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***  .008 .032 .025 .009 .060 .101

S *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** NS  .014 .023 .004 .041 .099

SE3 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** NS  .013 .009 .027 .073

SE2 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** NS  .008 .021 .042

SE1 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** NS NS NS NS  .039 .080

SE4 *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** * *** ***  .053

E NS *** NS *** ** *** NS *** *** *** *** *** *** ***  

Levels of significance are given after sequential Bonferroni correction (NS = not significant, * P < 0.1, ** 
P < 0.05, *** P < 0.01) 
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Fig. 2 Unrooted neighbour joining tree based on pairwise D A—distances among the 15 sampled 
localities. Bootstrap values above 50 are indicated (1,000 replicates) 

The STRUCTURE algorithm showed that a partitioning of the genetic variation into five clusters 
was most probable when both independent and correlated allele frequencies were applied (P(K = 5|
D) < 0.999). Moreover, a much higher variance among runs with K > 5 for the correlated allele 
frequencies model and for K > 6 for the independent allele frequencies model, indicate that five or 
six clusters represent the main genetic structure (Table 3). This was supported by a high delta value 
for K = 5 in the model with correlated allele frequencies. In both models an even higher delta value 
demonstrated a major break in the data set with K = 2, reflecting a dichotomy of genetic divergence 
between localities north and south of the Sognefjorden (W; Fig. 3), as could be expected from 
spatial expansion from the most differentiated localities. With K = 5, the proportionate cluster 
membership was for most of the localities much higher in one of the clusters (Table 4) and divides 
the data geographically into three clusters of localities along the north-western coast (clusters 1, 2, 
3), one cluster from the south-western to the south-eastern coast (cluster 4) and one cluster in south-
eastern to central Norway (cluster 5). Localities E and C, both newly established localities, had a 
strong affinity towards the northern and north-western areas. Fig. 3 shows the probabilities of 
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individual assignment to each of the five clusters and visualises their geographic distribution. A 
large proportion of the individuals as well as localities have a genetic signature typical for one 
specific cluster. However, some individuals and localities have a divided membership between two 
and three clusters, indicating a mixed origin from different sources. Such a pattern is particularly 
pronounced in the south-eastern localities.

Table 3: Mean posterior probabilities averaged across n runs for the data set comprising 419 
Norwegian red deer, given different numbers of subpopulations in the dataset (K ∈ [1,7]) 

K 
Correlated allele frequencies Independent allele 

frequencies

n Ln Pr (D∣K) SD ∆K Ln Pr (D∣K) SD ∆K 

1 10 −14034.7 0.4  −14033.9 0.0  

2 10 −13223.8 1.8 332.3 −13202.3 0.5 1007.4 

3 10 −13013.9 2.5 65.1 −12988.7 1.0 113.4

4 10 −12926.6 3.4 28.8 −12905.8 1.8 35.2

5 10 −12868.5 2.6 156.1 −12881.6 1.9 34.5

6 10 −13175.6 147.3 2.8 −12925.3 2.2 27.9

7 10 −13244.1 215.6 4.1 −13008.0 47.1 3.8

The most likely number of clusters (K = 5; P > 0.99 according to Baye’s theorem) is marked in boldface and delta 
K values given 
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Fig. 3: Individual posterior probabilities of Bayesian assignment to each of two to five clusters 
(different colours) among 419 red deer in each of 15 localities (separated by vertical lines) analysed 
by STRUCTURE with K ∈ [2,5] 

Table 4: Proportion of membership for the 15 sampled localities of Norwegian red deer to each of 
five clusters in a Bayesian assignment test using uniform priors and an admixture model 

 1 2 3 4 5

N1 0.502 0.384 0.078 0.018 0.019

N2 0.646 0.194 0.081 0.023 0.056

N3 0.755 0.195 0.024 0.013 0.013

N4 0.703 0.249 0.018 0.013 0.018

NW1 0.162 0.633 0.170 0.015 0.021

NW2 0.079 0.572 0.287 0.033 0.029

C 0.136 0.525 0.118 0.056 0.165

W 0.030 0.053 0.801 0.024 0.093
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 1 2 3 4 5

SW 0.015 0.015 0.046 0.773 0.151

S 0.018 0.021 0.062 0.645 0.255

SE1 0.016 0.029 0.131 0.567 0.257

SE2 0.044 0.077 0.104 0.396 0.380

SE3 0.038 0.040 0.127 0.390 0.405 

SE4 0.039 0.036 0.237 0.102 0.587 

E 0.355 0.289 0.073 0.088 0.196

The highest proportion for each locality shown in bold

The simulated demographic scenarios strongly indicate that the observed genetic structure is of a 
recent origin. The magnitude of genetic differentiation was much higher for the simulated 
bottlenecks within an ancient structure (model B) than in the empiric data, while relatively equal in 
most simulations of fragmentation (model A) and those of founding and merging events (model C) 
with low effective sizes in both source and sink demes (Table 5, Supplementary tables 1, 2). In 
addition did not empiric gene diversity vary between subpopulations when divided according to the 
STRUCTURE analyses, and equal gene diversity among demes resulted from simulations of 
fragmentation and of founder and merging events (C), even though both involved a higher level of 
variation, except for relatively low effective sizes. By comparison, the recent bottlenecks within an 
ancient structure involved too wide ranges among demes in both average gene diversity and 
pairwise F ST values to be comparable to the empiric values.

Table 5: Genetic variation and structure in 14 microsatellite loci simulated for three demographic 
scenarios after a recent population reduction and followed by growth; (A) fragmentation into five 
demes, (B) bottlenecks in two of five ancient demes and (C) founder and merging events of two 
demes from three 

Model; Ne Gene diversity F ST 

A; 1300 0.834−0.835 0.022−0.0222

A; 497 0.808−0.809 0.051−0.052

A; 183 0.749−0.75 0.122−0.123

A; 67 0.61−0.612 0.281−0.283
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Model; Ne Gene diversity F ST 

B;1300/111 0.684−0.827 0.034−0.196

B;1300/25 0.282−0.723 0.035−0.591

B;183/111 0.686−0.744 0.133−0.198

B;183/25 0.355−0.744 0.133−0.737

C;1300/111 0.833−0.836 0.011−0.022

C;1300/25 0.808−0.835 0.021−0.047

C;183/25 0.693−0.713 0.042−0.121

C;369/25 0.604−0.608 0.032−0.069

Different effective sizes were applied and the ranges of average gene diversity and F ST values among demes are 
presented 

Discussion
Our analysis clearly showed that the Norwegian red deer is not a panmictic population. The many 
significant F ST values indicated limited gene flow among most of the sampled localities, especially 
between the northern and southern localities, and demonstrated the presence of moderate to strong 
genetic structure. We therefore reject our null hypothesis. We found that isolation-by-distance was 
significant among the localities, a pattern compatible with limited gene flow and random genetic 
drift within the localities. The STRUCTURE algorithm showed that a partitioning of the genetic 
variability into five clusters was most probable (99.9%), even though also indicating a higher 
hierarchical dichotomous breakpoint between localities north and south of Sognefjorden. Thus, we 
interpreted the expanding Norwegian red deer population to consist of five sub-populations, four 
distributed from north to south along the coast and the fifth situated in the central and south-eastern 
part of the sampled area. 

Generally speaking, genetic structure in a spatially expanding population may result from both long 
distance dispersal and limited migration among demes (Nichols and Hewitt 1994; Ibrahim et al. 
1996; Austerlitz et al. 1997; Excoffier 2004). The equal genetic variation among demes in both 
empiric data and the simulated founder and merging events (model C) supports this, but the lower 
level of genetic differentiation with this simulation model except with low sizes of source demes 
also indicates fragmentation (model A). In our particular case, the demographic history of the 
Norwegian red deer population may have played a significant role. After the population size had 
been reduced from the mid eighteenth century the Norwegian red deer were in the early twentieth 
century distributed among five or six main locations along the coast from the north to the south–
west (Collett 1909; Ingebrigtsen 1924; Langvatn 1988). Four of these are concurrent with the four 
subpopulations we identified along the coastline, indicating that the observed genetic structure was 
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formed by genetic drift during the population decline after the mid eighteenth century. 
Unfortunately, we did not sample the last one or two locations from this period. One of these, 
situated at the Bergen Peninsula, could be concurrent with our fifth STRUCTURE cluster. Indeed, 
three of the south-eastern localities (SE2, SE3, SE4) that are located close to the Bergen Peninsula 
had a high membership in this cluster suggesting partial foundation from this area. The comparable 
genetic variation and structure between the simulated fragmentation and the empiric data support 
that relict Norwegian localities became genetically differentiated through the recent population 
reduction and fragmentation. Founder events have probably also involved genetic differentiation, 
but may not account for the observed genetic structure among relict localities along the west coast. 

The significant deviations from the heterozygosity expected with the observed number of alleles in 
14 out of 15 localities suggested a recent bottleneck (Cornuet and Luikart 1996). Loss of alleles 
from a bottleneck was also indicated by the low M-ratio’s in all the localities. The Norwegian red 
deer population was abundant prior to the eighteenth century (Friis 1874; Collett 1877, 1909) and 
one likely period for a recent bottleneck of moderate magnitude was during the decline between the 
mid eighteenth and early twentieth century. Our simulations show that strong bottleneck events are 
unlikely to have happened recently since we in our empiric data did not record any corresponding 
differences in genetic variation. Since there was no such difference between old and recently 
established populations but rather similar bottleneck signals, these are probably not due to separate 
founder events but probably rather originates from one separate signal. This is supported by the low 
overall number of observed alleles compared to possible repeats in the allele size range of 
microsatellite loci, suggesting older and more severe bottlenecks prior to the abundant period in the 
1500th and 1600th centuries than during the population reduction after the mid eighteenth century. 
Such a scenario is further supported by the lower gene diversity in the Norwegian red deer 
compared to the demographic simulations of both a recent fragmentation and of founding and 
subsequent merging events, suggesting a lower initial level before the onset of such demographic 
events. We conclude that the observed empiric genetic differentiation is probably recent rather than 
ancient and that the most likely explanation involves drift during the recent population reduction 
and fragmentation in combination with subsequent founder events during spatial expansion. 

The recent expansion of the Norwegian red deer population has been drastic, both demographically 
and spatially, especially the last 50 years (Langvatn 1988; Forchhammer et al. 1998). By 
comparison, the neighbouring Swedish red deer population has not recovered to the same degree 
after the eighteenth and ninetieth century decline and still does not count more than 1,200–1,500 
individuals in Scania (personal communication Anders Jarnemo, Swedish University of Agricultural 
Sciences). Analyses of the Swedish population (Vänersborg) indicated very low gene flow into the 
Norwegian population and assignment of individuals showed no admixture across the border 
(Haanes et al. unpublished). With the major population expansion the last century, we expected 
more gene flow and less present genetic structure in the primary area around the five relict 
populations. However, Southern Norway is divided by a central mountain range, which may 
constitute a barrier for dispersal from the west to the east. Moreover, the coastline is deeply 
punctuated by broad fiords with steep edges, constituting possible barriers for north–south dispersal 
along the coast. Accordingly, the significant F ST values between localities separated by fiords and 
inlets, like the island locality N2 and adjacent coastal localities (N3 and N4), indicated that water 
constitutes a barrier for red deer dispersal. Thus, even though long distance dispersal is common 
and red deer are frequently observed swimming (Collett 1909; Ingebrigtsen 1924; Langvatn 1988), 
our results showed that migration and dispersal along the coast have been limited. Similarly, the 
pattern of dispersal into the areas of new establishment seems to indicate that the massive mountain 
ranges of Norway have constituted barriers for red deer dispersal. The low genetic divergence 
between the south-western (SW) and south-eastern (SE) localities as well as between the north-
western (NW) and eastern (E) localities demonstrate two main routes of range expansion, one from 
the area on the north-western coast towards south–east and one from the area on the south-western 
coast around the coastline and into south-eastern Norway. In addition, the close relationship 
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between the central (C) and north-western (NW1, NW2) localities indicated foundation from the 
north-western coast by a third dispersal route across the northern part of the central Norwegian 
mountain range, where mountains are less alpine than further to the south. Dispersal from the area 
adjacent to Sognefjorden (W) seems to have been limited, presumably because the more massive 
and alpine mountains here functioned as a major barrier. The low degree of admixture between 
localities in the north, the south and the Sognefjord locality (W) further supported our interpretation 
of limited gene flow along the coast and across the highest mountain ranges of Norway. 
Equivalently, the high degree of admixture in the south–east and the central localities probably has 
been the result of higher migration and dispersal in this area which has fewer barriers of massive 
mountains and no large fiords with steep sides. Management could therefore take the identified 
barriers to dispersal into consideration and attempt to avoid genetic drift in the more isolated 
subpopulations on the west coast. 

Conservation theory has traditionally been concerned with risk assessment of extinction in small or 
fragmented populations and which minimum population size that may avoid inbreeding and loss of 
genetic variation, and maintain adaptability (Lande 1988; Soulé and Mills 1992). The effects of 
subdivision on effective population size have been assessed in theoretic studies (Wang and 
Caballero 1999; Nunney 2000) and discussed in numerous empiric studies. Our data confirm that 
continued genetic loss during fragmentation may be counteracted by high levels of migration but 
even more importantly our simulations show that such differentiation may arise quite rapidly and 
not be as old as often interpreted. Our results thus support optimal management of fragmented 
populations through migration corridors to maintain gene diversity but also imply that structure 
often may be more recent than anticipated and not necessarily important to conserve. 

The population density of Norwegian red deer is positively correlated to the North Atlantic 
Oscillations (Forchhammer et al. 1998, 2001; Mysterud et al. 2001). Thus, under a scenario of 
continued climatic change (IPCC 2001, 2007), we anticipate that the red deer population in Norway 
will continue to expand both demographically and spatially. The expanding parts from the north-
western and the southern coast most likely will meet in the near future. Future studies of Norwegian 
red deer could include modelling of divergence times and may contribute even further to our 
understanding of the genetic effects of a spatial population expansion, where the whole process 
from complete isolation in small relict populations, through the expansion phase to a large 
population can be observed and analysed. 
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S. table 1.  Gene diversity (95 % CI) of 14 microsatellite loci simulated for different effective 

deme sizes in three demographic scenarios after a recent population reduction and 

followed by growth; A) fragmentation into five demes, B) bottlenecks in two of 

five ancient demes and C) founder and merging events of two demes from three.  

Modell; Ne m H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 

A; 1300 0005 ,834-835 ,833-835 ,834-835 ,834-836 ,834-835 
A; 1300 005 ,839-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 
A; 497 0005 ,808-810 ,807-809 ,807-809 ,807-809 ,808-810 
A; 497 005 ,839-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 
A; 183 0005 ,748-751 ,747-750 ,748-751 ,748-751 ,748-750 
A; 183 005 ,821-823 ,821-823 ,821-823 ,821-823 ,821-823 
A; 67 0005 ,608-613 ,607-612 ,610-615 ,609-613 ,609-614 
A; 67 005 ,681-685 ,680-684 ,683-687 ,681-684 ,680-684 
B; 1300/111 0005 ,826-827 ,825-827 ,826-828 ,683-686 ,682-686 
B; 1300/111 005 ,836-,838 ,836-,837 ,836-,838 ,738-,741 ,739-,742 
B; 1300/25 0005 ,720-,723 ,720-,724 ,721-,724 ,284-,291 ,282-,287 
B; 1300/25 005 ,719-,722 ,719-,723 ,719-,723 ,413-,420 ,414-,420 
B; 183/111 0005 ,742-745 ,741-744 ,742-745 ,686-689 ,685-688 
B; 183/111 005 ,778-,781 ,780-783 ,780-782 ,740-743 ,741-744 
B; 183/25 0005 ,741-,744 ,742-,745 ,742-,745 ,351-,358 ,357-,364 
B; 183/25 005 ,774-,776 ,775-,777 ,774-,777 ,491-,497 ,494-,500 
C; 1300/111 0005 ,834-835 ,834-835 ,835-837 ,832-834 ,832-834 
C; 1300/111 005 ,836-838 ,837-838 ,837-838 ,833-834 ,833-835 
C; 1300/25 0005 ,833-835 ,833-834 ,834-836 ,808-810 ,807-809 
C; 1300/25 005 ,612-617 ,613-618 ,614-619 ,615-620 ,615-620 
C; 183/25 0005 ,691-694 ,693-697 ,693-697 ,711-714 ,711-715 
C; 183/25 005 ,709-712 ,709-712 ,710-714 ,715-719 ,715-718 
C; 369/25 0005 ,605-610 ,604-610 ,605-610 ,602-607 ,601-606 
C; 369/25 005 ,613-618 ,614-619 ,614-619 ,605-610 ,604-610 



S. table 2.  Gene diversity (95 % CI) of 14 microsatellite loci simulated for effective deme sizes in three demographic scenarios after a recent population reduction and 

followed by growth; A) fragmentation into five demes, B) bottlenecks in two of five ancient demes and C) founder and merging events of two demes from three.  

Modell; Ne Migr 1:2 1:3 1:4 1:5 2:3 2:4 2:5 3:4 3:5 4:5 
A; 1300 0005 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,022-022 ,021-022 ,022-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 
A; 1300 005 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 
A; 497 0005 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 
A; 497 005 ,032-033 0,32-033 ,032-033 ,032-033 0,32-033 ,032-033 ,032-033 ,032-033 0,32-033 ,032-033 
A; 183 0005 ,122-124 ,121-124 ,122-124 ,121-124 ,121-124 ,122-124 ,122-124 ,122-124 ,122-124 ,122-124 
A; 183 005 ,076-078 ,075-077 ,076-078 ,075-077 ,076-078 ,075-077 ,075-077 ,076-078 ,076-077 ,075-077 
A; 67 0005 ,281-285 ,279-284 ,279-283 ,279-283 ,280-285 ,279-283 ,280-284 ,280-284 ,279-284 ,279-283 
A; 67 005 ,176-179 ,175-178 ,174-177 ,176-179 ,175-178 ,175-178 ,176-179 ,176-179 ,175-179 ,176-179 
B; 1300/111 0005 ,034-035 ,034-035 ,034-035 ,115-116 ,118-120 ,122-124 ,110-116 ,114-116 ,117-120 ,194-197 
B; 1300/111 005 ,017-018 ,017-018 ,017-018 ,068-069 ,069-071 ,071-072 ,065-066 ,067-068 ,068-070 ,119-121 
B; 1300/25 0005 ,034-035 ,034-035 ,035-036 ,313-318 ,351-357 ,382-390 ,273-278 ,303-308 ,333-339 ,587-595 
B; 1300/25 005 ,017-018 ,017-018 ,017-018 ,120-120 ,213-218 ,227-233 ,175-178 ,189-193 ,205-210 ,381-388 
B; 183/111 0005 ,131-134 ,132-134 ,133-135 ,165-168 ,167-169 ,168-171 ,161-164 ,164-167 ,166-169 ,196-199 
B; 183/111 005 ,078-080 ,078-080 ,078-080 ,099-100 ,100-102 ,100-102 ,097-099 ,098-100 ,099-101 ,119-121 
B; 183/25 0005 ,131-135 ,133-136 ,132-135 ,358-363 ,390-396 ,414-420 ,318-322 ,344-348 ,370-376 ,571-578 
B; 183/25 005 ,079-080 ,079-080 ,079-080 ,227-231 ,243-247 ,254-259 ,208-212 ,221-225 ,235-239 ,376-383 
C; 1300/111 0005 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,011-011 ,022-022 ,017-017 ,016-017 ,011-011 ,022-022 ,019-019 
C; 1300/111 005 ,016-016 ,016-016 ,016-016 ,010-011 ,018-018 ,014-015 ,014-014 ,010-011 ,017-018 ,017-017 
C; 1300/25 0005 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-,022 ,025-,025 ,036-036 ,031-031 ,030-,030 ,025-026 ,036-036 ,047-047 
C; 1300/25 005 ,016-016 ,016-016 ,016-016 ,024-025 ,031-032 ,028-029 ,028-028 ,024-025 ,032-032 ,045-046 
C; 183/25 0005 ,120-122 ,120-122 ,120-122 ,041-042 ,107-109 ,075-076 ,076-077 ,041-042 ,107-109 ,074-076 
C; 183/25 005 ,089-091 ,089-091 ,088-090 ,038-039 ,083-085 ,061-063 ,061-062 ,038-039 ,083-085 ,063-065 
C; 369/25 0005 ,065-067 ,065-067 ,065-067 ,032-033 ,068-069 ,050-052 ,050-052 ,032-033 ,067-069 ,058-059 
C; 369/25 005 ,048-049 ,048-049 ,048-049 ,030-031 ,055-056 ,042-044 ,042-044 ,030-,031 ,054-056 ,053-055 
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Modell; Ne m H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 


A; 1300 0005 ,834-835 ,833-835 ,834-835 ,834-836 ,834-835 
A; 1300 005 ,839-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 
A; 497 0005 ,808-810 ,807-809 ,807-809 ,807-809 ,808-810 
A; 497 005 ,839-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 ,838-840 
A; 183 0005 ,748-751 ,747-750 ,748-751 ,748-751 ,748-750 
A; 183 005 ,821-823 ,821-823 ,821-823 ,821-823 ,821-823 
A; 67 0005 ,608-613 ,607-612 ,610-615 ,609-613 ,609-614 
A; 67 005 ,681-685 ,680-684 ,683-687 ,681-684 ,680-684 
B; 1300/111 0005 ,826-827 ,825-827 ,826-828 ,683-686 ,682-686 
B; 1300/111 005 ,836-,838 ,836-,837 ,836-,838 ,738-,741 ,739-,742 
B; 1300/25 0005 ,720-,723 ,720-,724 ,721-,724 ,284-,291 ,282-,287 
B; 1300/25 005 ,719-,722 ,719-,723 ,719-,723 ,413-,420 ,414-,420 
B; 183/111 0005 ,742-745 ,741-744 ,742-745 ,686-689 ,685-688 
B; 183/111 005 ,778-,781 ,780-783 ,780-782 ,740-743 ,741-744 
B; 183/25 0005 ,741-,744 ,742-,745 ,742-,745 ,351-,358 ,357-,364 
B; 183/25 005 ,774-,776 ,775-,777 ,774-,777 ,491-,497 ,494-,500 
C; 1300/111 0005 ,834-835 ,834-835 ,835-837 ,832-834 ,832-834 
C; 1300/111 005 ,836-838 ,837-838 ,837-838 ,833-834 ,833-835 
C; 1300/25 0005 ,833-835 ,833-834 ,834-836 ,808-810 ,807-809 
C; 1300/25 005 ,612-617 ,613-618 ,614-619 ,615-620 ,615-620 
C; 183/25 0005 ,691-694 ,693-697 ,693-697 ,711-714 ,711-715 
C; 183/25 005 ,709-712 ,709-712 ,710-714 ,715-719 ,715-718 
C; 369/25 0005 ,605-610 ,604-610 ,605-610 ,602-607 ,601-606 
C; 369/25 005 ,613-618 ,614-619 ,614-619 ,605-610 ,604-610 
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B; 1300/25 005 ,719-,722 ,719-,723 ,719-,723 ,413-,420 ,414-,420 
B; 183/111 0005 ,742-745 ,741-744 ,742-745 ,686-689 ,685-688 
B; 183/111 005 ,778-,781 ,780-783 ,780-782 ,740-743 ,741-744 
B; 183/25 0005 ,741-,744 ,742-,745 ,742-,745 ,351-,358 ,357-,364 
B; 183/25 005 ,774-,776 ,775-,777 ,774-,777 ,491-,497 ,494-,500 
C; 1300/111 0005 ,834-835 ,834-835 ,835-837 ,832-834 ,832-834 
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C; 1300/25 0005 ,833-835 ,833-834 ,834-836 ,808-810 ,807-809 
C; 1300/25 005 ,612-617 ,613-618 ,614-619 ,615-620 ,615-620 
C; 183/25 0005 ,691-694 ,693-697 ,693-697 ,711-714 ,711-715 
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S. table 2.  Gene diversity (95 % CI) of 14 microsatellite loci simulated for effective deme sizes in three demographic scenarios after a recent population reduction and 


followed by growth; A) fragmentation into five demes, B) bottlenecks in two of five ancient demes and C) founder and merging events of two demes from three.  


Modell; Ne Migr 1:2 1:3 1:4 1:5 2:3 2:4 2:5 3:4 3:5 4:5 
A; 1300 0005 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,022-022 ,021-022 ,022-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 
A; 1300 005 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 ,014-014 
A; 497 0005 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 ,051-052 
A; 497 005 ,032-033 0,32-033 ,032-033 ,032-033 0,32-033 ,032-033 ,032-033 ,032-033 0,32-033 ,032-033 
A; 183 0005 ,122-124 ,121-124 ,122-124 ,121-124 ,121-124 ,122-124 ,122-124 ,122-124 ,122-124 ,122-124 
A; 183 005 ,076-078 ,075-077 ,076-078 ,075-077 ,076-078 ,075-077 ,075-077 ,076-078 ,076-077 ,075-077 
A; 67 0005 ,281-285 ,279-284 ,279-283 ,279-283 ,280-285 ,279-283 ,280-284 ,280-284 ,279-284 ,279-283 
A; 67 005 ,176-179 ,175-178 ,174-177 ,176-179 ,175-178 ,175-178 ,176-179 ,176-179 ,175-179 ,176-179 
B; 1300/111 0005 ,034-035 ,034-035 ,034-035 ,115-116 ,118-120 ,122-124 ,110-116 ,114-116 ,117-120 ,194-197 
B; 1300/111 005 ,017-018 ,017-018 ,017-018 ,068-069 ,069-071 ,071-072 ,065-066 ,067-068 ,068-070 ,119-121 
B; 1300/25 0005 ,034-035 ,034-035 ,035-036 ,313-318 ,351-357 ,382-390 ,273-278 ,303-308 ,333-339 ,587-595 
B; 1300/25 005 ,017-018 ,017-018 ,017-018 ,120-120 ,213-218 ,227-233 ,175-178 ,189-193 ,205-210 ,381-388 
B; 183/111 0005 ,131-134 ,132-134 ,133-135 ,165-168 ,167-169 ,168-171 ,161-164 ,164-167 ,166-169 ,196-199 
B; 183/111 005 ,078-080 ,078-080 ,078-080 ,099-100 ,100-102 ,100-102 ,097-099 ,098-100 ,099-101 ,119-121 
B; 183/25 0005 ,131-135 ,133-136 ,132-135 ,358-363 ,390-396 ,414-420 ,318-322 ,344-348 ,370-376 ,571-578 
B; 183/25 005 ,079-080 ,079-080 ,079-080 ,227-231 ,243-247 ,254-259 ,208-212 ,221-225 ,235-239 ,376-383 
C; 1300/111 0005 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,011-011 ,022-022 ,017-017 ,016-017 ,011-011 ,022-022 ,019-019 
C; 1300/111 005 ,016-016 ,016-016 ,016-016 ,010-011 ,018-018 ,014-015 ,014-014 ,010-011 ,017-018 ,017-017 
C; 1300/25 0005 ,021-022 ,021-022 ,021-,022 ,025-,025 ,036-036 ,031-031 ,030-,030 ,025-026 ,036-036 ,047-047 
C; 1300/25 005 ,016-016 ,016-016 ,016-016 ,024-025 ,031-032 ,028-029 ,028-028 ,024-025 ,032-032 ,045-046 
C; 183/25 0005 ,120-122 ,120-122 ,120-122 ,041-042 ,107-109 ,075-076 ,076-077 ,041-042 ,107-109 ,074-076 
C; 183/25 005 ,089-091 ,089-091 ,088-090 ,038-039 ,083-085 ,061-063 ,061-062 ,038-039 ,083-085 ,063-065 
C; 369/25 0005 ,065-067 ,065-067 ,065-067 ,032-033 ,068-069 ,050-052 ,050-052 ,032-033 ,067-069 ,058-059 
C; 369/25 005 ,048-049 ,048-049 ,048-049 ,030-031 ,055-056 ,042-044 ,042-044 ,030-,031 ,054-056 ,053-055 
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B; 183/25 005 ,079-080 ,079-080 ,079-080 ,227-231 ,243-247 ,254-259 ,208-212 ,221-225 ,235-239 ,376-383 
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